**Master's Level Modules include**

Foundation sciences of Public Health & Public Health problems facing populations
8 modules + Dissertation for the MPH
All fully online, using Open Educational Resources

**Tutors**
Expert academics and practitioners from 51 countries
Course developed and delivered by volunteers to keep costs low

**Fees**
£500 for master's award: £50 per module
£100 for Dissertation
£1200 extra for EUCLID MPH
(Fees are higher if from high income country)

**Continuing Professional Development**
Open Online Courses - on separate site: available free for self-study and can be accessed by anyone
http://ooc.peoples-uni.org

**Master of Public Health**

Peoples-uni graduates can gain an MPH from Euclid University and are eligible to enrol for a PhD

**Other Opportunities**

*Public Health specialists:*
Volunteer as a tutor

*Health ministries/NGOs:*
Sponsor students
Commission new courses

*Universities:*
Partner to offer MPH or use modules in your own programmes
The Mission
To contribute to improvements in the health of populations in low-to middle-income countries by building Public Health capacity via e-learning at very low cost

Student testimonials
"Peoples Uni has a very good e learning structure with a number of incredibly helpful materials and tutors that are ready to teach and help students through their path and thirst for knowledge."

"Peoples Uni is a new breathing of life for students from developing countries who can now enrol and learn about public health and contribute to the country needs where public health improvement is urgent."

"The knowledge of critical thinking and writing which has been learnt from the course has started reaping accolades in my organisation that I work in."

See the website at http://peoples-uni.org

Contact:
helpdesk@peoples-uni.org
or
http://peoples-uni.org/contact